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UNIT–3
READING COMPREHENSION

3·0 Objective :
In this unit, you will be able to read a passage and get the gist by skimming and

scanning it.
 You will be able to acquire certain skills and grammatical accuracy as you solve

the guided exercises.
 You will be able to improve your reading skills, expand speed and

comprehension as well an expand your vocabulary.
3·1 Introduction :

Reading comprehension is the ability to read text, process it and understand its
meaning. It is defined as the level of understanding of a text/message. This understanding
comes from the interaction between the words that are written and how they trigger
knowledge outside the text/message. Comprehension is a “Creative, multifaceted process”.
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Proficient reading depends upon the ability to recognize words quickly and effortlessly.
It is also determihed by an individual’s cognitive development, which is “the construction
of thought processes.” Some people learn through eduction or instruction and others
through direct experience. There are a number of approaches which help to improve reading
comprehension, which includes one’s vocabulary and reading strategies.
3·3 Guidelines for Reading Comprehension :

Reading comprehension strategies are tools that everyone can use to help
understand the meaning of what they read. Comprehension depends on the complexity of
the text, or the sophistication of vocabulary. In the last twenty years, there has been a
focus in the business world to simplify the use of language in all forms of documentation.
Legal contracts have become much easier to read. Business letters are less prosaic and
more direct. These are the days of “plain English”. But despite this trend we are faced with
the onerous task of having to comprehend piles of notes, books, emails, letters and reports.
Although the format may be simpler,  amount of information we have to digest in these
modern times is unprecedented.

There are certain rules which would help you to comprehend better. They are :
Rule 1 : Analyze the Non-Verbals :
Before commencing reading, you should take a few moments to look at the non-

verbal forms of communication in the passage you wish to comprehend. The non-verbals
are the message that are not contained in the words, but rather in the design of the document/
passage. You should flick through the passage and first look at the photographs, pictures,
charts and graphs. Pictures allow a rapid way of comprehending material and the human
brain is typically much better at remembering pictures than words and verbal concepts,
Look at the quality of the document. Does it have a professional layout ? Is it well
structured ? Viewing the non-verbals is an important prelude to the next phase as it prepares
our mind to reccive and analyze information.

Rule 2 : Gain An Overview :
You should gain an overview of the document you wish to read. This means reading

selective parts of the document until you gain a perspective. Read the heading and the
table of contents. Read the index and the highlighted points. Read the first and the last
paragraph. Read emphasized words in the document. Examine the captains on pictures,
graphs and table. Gain a mental picture of the passage and then proceed.

Rule 3 : Understand Purpose :
When you are reading, it is important to consider two things :
(a) What knowledge do you want to extract from the text ?

– Do you want to read for enjoyment ?
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– Do you wish to memorize the inforamtion ?
– Do you wish to gain an overview of the information ?
– Do you need to perform a detailed analysis ?
– Do you need to quickly sift through the text to see if it contains any

references to a particular subject ?
– Do you want an objective review ?

(b) What did the author set out to achieve in writing the text ?
– Were they trying to describe something ?
– Were they writing an informative text ?
– Are they writing instructions ?
– Are they trying to persuade you to a point of view ?

Once you decide what you need from the information and also what the author’s
purpose was for writing the text you see if there is a match. If you are seeking an objective
review of a subject and it is clear that the author is trying to persuade you to one point of
view, the passage is at cross purposes with your needs. You could reject the document and
seek a better source. If you are happy with the match, then you can procced with more
detailed reading.

Rule 4 : Decide on your Response :
Being an effective reader is not abount reading and understanding everything that

comes your way. It is about matching your response to information with the relevance and
importance. The time-tested 80/20 rule applies to reading too. Only 20% of the information
pushed your way need to be read with high comprehension. The other 80% can be thrown
away, delegated to others to read, or put on file. Becoming a great reader means identifying
the information that requires detaited, high comprehension reading. From this information,
you might want to take notes, apply a coloured highlighter, and prepare action items after
you read it.

Rule 5 : High Comprehension Reading :
At this stage, you have gained an overview of the passage by veiwing the non-

verbals and by building a mental summary of the passage by reading the key parts. You
have decided that this passage is important and is worth reading to gain a first-rate
understanding. Now you are motivated. Motivation is critical for great comprehension as
motivation leads to focus and concentration, both of which are essential ingredients
necessary to engage your memory into learning mode. As you are reading involve as
many senses as you can in the reading process because this will greatly contribute to your
understanding and recall :
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make notes
draw pictures of the information
highlight key words
scribble notes in the margin
Say out the key phrases to yourself
Additionally, as you read you should build a sequence of pictures to represent the

information you are reading because we remember pictures much better than words !
Rule 6 : Highest Comprehension Reading :
This last step is a little known secret in the business world. Some information is so

important that you need to use and apply every day as a core part of your studies or career.
The secret to the highest comprehension reading is reinforcement. If you wait two or three
days and re-read the original informations your long term comprehension and memory of
the information will be improved significantly. Each time involve your senses by making
notes and voicing out the information and ideas to yourself. If you apply this kind of
reinforcement three or four times, you will enjoy the highest comprehension.
3·3 Steps for Complete Comprehension :

Step 1 : Skim :
Skim the passage very quickly to determine and understand the main idea before

you look at the questions.
Step 2 : Underline the Words :
Underline the words that you do not understand to facilitate a complete understanding

of the passage. By doing this, the vocabulary questions can be solved quickly.
Step 3 : Look Through Questions :
Take a very close look at the questions. Always try to keep to the order in which the

questions appear in the test paper. After reading the questions read intensively the portion
which is relevant to the answers.

Step 4 : Concentrate :
Concentrate more on the vocabulary items and puzzle out the meanings of the any

words you don’t understand.
Step 5 : Two Readings :
Most passage require two readings for better understanding of the text.
Step 6 : Check the Questions Again :
Before writing the answers, check the questions again. This is done just to be sure

that you’ve really undertsood them.
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Step 7 : Complete Answers :
Always write complete sentences as answers.
Step 8 : Be Relevant :
Answers should be relevant and to the point because off the track and irrelevant

answers don’t fetch marks.
3·5 Guideline for Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ’s) :

Multiple choice Questions or MCQ’s are those questions where the student is required
to select one best option from those provided. These questions consist of one ‘stem’ which
‘sets up the situation for response’. This is followed by a series of one correct and several
incorrect options, which are called ‘distractors’. Text, tables, graphics are provided as
background material with specific instructions pertianing to the questions.

Although MCQs do not assess the task performance ability of an individual, they
are commonly used in objective tests. It measures  certain specific attributes for eg. recall
of facts, ability to analyse etc as well as the domain (knowledge) from which the material
being tested is drawn.
3·5 Hints and Example of MCQ's :

Certain hints or tips would be quite beneficial in solving the MCQ's. They are :
(i) Formulate the stem into a complete sentences : It is essential to formulate the

stem into a complete sentence otherwise the MCQ's would be incorrect in most cases.
Incorrect : The speed of the train is :
Better : What is the speed of the train ?
(ii) Avoid using negative stems or negative words : If it is necessary to use then,

capitalize or underline them.
Incrorrect : Which of the following is not an Indian author ?
Better : Which of the following is NOT an Indian author ?
Best : Which of the following is an Indian author ?
(iii) The grammar and syntax in the stem and options should be the same :
Incorrect : A word used to describe a noun is called an :
(a) conjunction
(b) pronoun
(c) verb
(d) adjective
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Better : A ward used to describe a noun is called
(a) a conjunction
(b) a pronoun
(c) a verb
(d) an adjective
(iv) The alternative answer should be worded in a similar way :
Incorrect : You have just spent fifteen minutes trying to teach one of your colleagues

how to operate a laptop. The colleague is still having a great deal of difficulty learning it,
even though you have always found it very simple

At this point, you should.
(a) tell your colleague to ask an experienced colleague to help him learn the laptop
(b) tell you collegue that you never found this difficult, and ask what he or she

finds difficult about it.
(c) Review each of the steps you have already explained, and determine whether

the collegue understands them.
(d) tell the collegue that you can’t work with him anymore because you are

becoming irritable.
Better : You have just spent fifeen minutes trying to teach one of your colleague

how to use a laptop. The colleague is still having a great difficulty using it, even though
you have always found it simple to do.

At this point, you should :
(a) ask an experienced collenge to help the colleague in the future.
(b) mention that you never found this difficults and ask what he or she finds

difficult about it.
(c) review each of the steps you have already explained, and determine whethe

the collegue understands them.
(d) tell the collegues that you will continue teaching him later because you are

becoming irritable.
(v) The alternatiues shovld appropriately be of the same length :
Incorrect : Which of the following is the primary reason people moved to

California in 1849 ?
(a) Climate
(b) Religion
(c) Gold was discovered in California
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(d) Farming
Better : The primary reason people moved to California in 1849 was :
(a) because of the climate
(b) for religious reasons
(c) because of the discovery of gold
(d) for farming

3·5·1 Example of MCQ :
Read the passage given below and answer the questions by choosing the answers

from the given options :
An electronic mail system is a method of electronically sending messages, mail or

documents. It is also known as electronic delivery or electronic document communication.
E-mail seeks to replace the old postal and telecomminication systems where a person is
not sure whether post through ordinary mail would be received by the recipient. Studies
show that 20-30 percent of telephone calls go through on the first attempt. Thus, an average
of four calls are required to complete one. A few months ago, there was a news report that
a person received his letter after 24 years. It sounds funny and interesting but think of him
who got the letter after so long.

If you are an internet user, then e-mail has got to be one of the most useful benefits
of the internet. You can send messages, files or documents to any other user on the internet.
The recipcent can be in the next building or across the Atlantic. Once you have discovered
the benefits of the email, you will wonder why you are still using fax or the postal system.

Messages work an the basis of store and forward technique. Messages are held until
they are requested by the recipient. Direct person-to-person contact is not required and
the service can be used by either party at whatever time and whatever day. The recipient
will not know that he has received a new mail. Obviously, it defeats the object if you have
to telephone your friend to tell him that he has a message, so the only rule to using
electronic mail is to check your mailbox regularly-everyday, if possible.

1. E-mail system means sending mail by .
(a) post (b) telegram
(c) fax (d) internet

2. E-mail is better them old postal and telecommunication system because
.

(a) it ensures instant dispatch and guaranteed delivery
(b) it is quicker and faster than conventional mail or fax
(c) it can replace the mass of post received
(d) all of the above
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3. An e-mail is one of the most useful benefits of the internet because

.
(a) it is subjective and meant for the recipient and other viewers
(b) it is a cost effective solution to despatch delivery and receipt problem.
(c) it provides access to the farthest place in long time.
(d) it is instant but cannot be stored by the sender.

4. To be efficient e-mail user, one must .
(a) learn to send e-mail.
(b) ensure direct one to one contact.
(c) check the mail box regularly.
(d) choose a particular time everyday.

5. The word ‘obviously’ means :
(a) inherently (b) clearly
(c) uninteresting (d) apparently

3·5·2 Activity :
Computer FLU
A computer virus is a small program that has been written to copy itsely into other

computer files. It gets executed automatically whenever the infected file in being used
and destroys data and other programs residing in the computer’s storage media (floppies,
hard disks, etc)

A computer virus nomally gets attached itself to other computer programs and
becomes part of them. A virus program is written in such a way that it gete loaded into the
computer’s memory and gets executed automatically. Then it copies the virus instructions
into all the other programs that are being executed on that computer. This activity in other
terms, we call it as “Infecting” the system/files.

The infection can then spread itself to other computers through floppy desks,
memory-storage devices, computer networks, e-mail, internet or other online systems.
Some viruses are harmless as they display jokes or messages on the sereen without
damaging the system. The other side of virues can crash (destroying date and programs) a
large computer system within minutes.
3·5·3 Now answer the questions given below by ticking the correct option :

1. A computer virus is :
(a) a design (b) a pattern
(c) a small program (d) a big program
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2. A computer virus program gets executed :

(a) automatically (b) manually
(c) forcefully (d) None of the above

3. It copies the virus instructions :
(a) into none of the programs
(b) into all the other programs
(c) into only some of the programs
(d) none of the above

4. The copying of virus instructions is called :
(a) Attaching
(b) Disinfecting
(c) Infecting
(d) Deattaching

5. Some viruses are harmless while some virusess :
(a) disinfect the whole system
(b) infect the whole system
(c) attach the whole system
(d) crash the whole system

3·6 Types of Reading Comprehension :
(i) Factual :
Factual comprehension deals with straight forward account and its sources are

encyclopedia, reference books, tourist brochures, newspapers, magazines such as National
Geographic, Reader’s Digest etc.’
3·6·1 Example :

At an elevation of 3850 metres, Mount Everest is the worlds largest mountaion.
Mount Everest is relatively young, having been formed only 60 million years ago, and it
is still growing a few millimeters every year ! Mount Everest is in the mountain  range
called the Himalayas. The summit ridge of Mount Everest seperates Nepal and Tibet. Each
of these two countris has a special name for the giant mountain. The Nepalese name is
‘Sagarmatha’ which means ‘Goddess of the sky..’ The Tibetan name is ‘Chomolungma’
which means ‘motheroddess of the universe. In English, Mount Everest is named after Sir
George Everest, the first person to record the height and location of the mountain. A climb
to the summit was attempted by Georga Mallory in 1922, who famously gave his reason
for wanting to climb Everest as, “Because it’s there”. He attempted to reach the summit
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again in the company of Andrew Irvine in 1924, but it was on this trip that both climbers
disappeared. The first suceessful ascent of Mount Everest was accomplished by Sir Edmund
Hillary and Tenzing Norgay on May 29, 1953. The first ascent of Mount Everest by a
woman, was on 16th May, 1975, by Junko Tabei from Japan. Between 1921 and 2001,
more than 1400 people have climbed Mount Everest. Since the first ascent in 1953, more
than 600 climbers from 20 different countries have reached the summit. However, at least
170 climbers have died attempting to climb Mount Everest, most commonly from
avalanches, but also from falls in crevasses, cold, or high-altitude sicknesses.

Answer the following questions briefly :
(i) How high is Mount Everest ?
(ii) In what way does Mount Everest change every year ?
(iii) Where is Mount Everest located ?
(iv) Who wanted to climb Mount Everest “because it’s there” ?
(v) Which team first successfully reached the summit ?
(vi) Since 1953, how many people have reached the summit ?
(vii) List four ways in which climbers have died on Mount Everest.
Answers :
(i) 8850 Metres.
(ii) It is still growing a few millimetres every year.
(iii) In the mountain range called the Himalayas.
(iv) Geore Mallory.
(v) Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay
(vi) Home than 600 climbers from 20 different countries have reached the summit.
(vii) Avalanches, falls in crevasses, cold, high altitude sicknesses.

3·6·2 Activity :
Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow :
Growing use of pesticides in crops and hormones injections increase poisoing risk.

A boul of salad may not necessarily be the heathiest thing we can eat. It is we, the consumers
who are left to battle with the effects of poisoning. As produce now has to be transferred
hundreds of kilometres from the point of harvest to selling region, it is often injected with
hormones to keep it fresh through the journey.

Washing the vegetables under running water may not be a bad idea, but that is
really not going to make much difference other tham removing the dirt. While doctors and
health experts advocate use of hot water and potassium permaganete (KMnO4) solution,
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markets are flooded with solutions that claim to wash away all surface contamination.
However, one really can’t trust them, says doctors. Doctors say that these wonder solutions
could be just selling gimmicks. Anyone can come up and claim their product can perform
miracles but that isn’t what one can trust.

A simple apple, for instance, can be a store house of pesticide residue and needs to
be cleaned thoroughly before it can be eaten; plain water is just not sufficient. Use of
soaps or other detergents is also not advisable. Since they can cause more harm. Here is a
list of some effects of pesticides on humans :

 Skin rashes, redness, itching, numbness.
 Pain in limbs, muscular weakness.
 Lung injury, shortness of breath.
 Nausea, vomiting, fatigue, headache.
 Pregnancy complication.
 All types of cancers.
 Damage to nervous system, etc.
Doctors say that a strict cleaning regimen has to be followed to make fruits and vegetables

safe for consumption. Friuts and vegetables may look highly attractive in shops, but bright red
and greens are better seen than eaten. Probably the safest known cleaning agent in KMnO4.Most of the surface contaminants are fat soluble and cleaning with plain water will do nothing.

Questions :
(a) Suggest a suitable title for the passage.
(b) Who is left to battle with the effects of poisoning ?
(c) What do the doctors and the health expert suggest ?
(d) What is KMnO4 ? What is its use ?
(e) What are the ‘wonder solutions’ ? Can they be trusted ?
(f) Write any two ill effects of pesticides on humans.
(ii) Literary :
Literary comprehension deals with poems, short story, novel, essay or play and its

sources are anthologies, novels and magazines.
3·6·3 Example :

The Story of Job
There was a man in the land of u2 whose name was Job. He was perfect and upright

and feared God. He had seven sons and three daughters. He owned seven throusand sheeps,
three thousand camels, five hundred oxen, five hundred donkeys and a very rich household.

His son and daughters ate and drank everyday, but Job rose up early in the morning
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and prayed for them all.

One day, the angels as God come to present themselves before God in Heaven and
Satan (Devil) came with them.

God asked Satan, “Where are you coming from”. Satan said, “I am coming from the
Earth.” God asked, “Did you see Job ? Do you know that there is no one like him ? He is so
perfect and upright and fears me.”

Satan said, “Is that so ? He is good because you protect him.” Then God said to Satan, “I
put him in your power and all that he has as well.” So Satan went away and come to Job’s house.

On that day Job’s sons and daughters were together in their eldest brother’s house.
There rose a great storm and it struct the house and the roof and the walls fell on the young
people and they died.

On the same day Job’s enemies came and took away his oxen, donkeys and camals
and they killed his servants.

Then Job got up, wore his clothes, shaved his head and fell down on the ground and
worshipped and said, “The Lord gave me and the Lord has taken away, Blessed be the
name of the Lord.”

In all this Job did not curse God.
Answer the questions brieffy :
(a) How did God describe Job ?
(b) Was Job very rich ?
(c) Why did Satan challenge God ?
(d) What happened when storm struck the house of Job ?
(e) What did Job do when all his wealth was stolen ?
Answers :
(a) God described Job as perfect and upright and one who feared him.
(b) Yes, Job was very rich. He owned seven thousand sheep, three throusand camels,

five hundred oxen, five hundred donkey and a very rich household.
(c) Satan challenged God by saying that Job was good because he got protection

from God.
(d) When the storm struck the house, the roof and the walls fell on the sons and

daughters of Job and they died.
(e) When all his wealth was stolen, Job got up, shaved his head, fell on the ground

and worshipped to God saying that the Lord had given him and Lord had taken away. He
did not curse God.
3·6·4 Actitity :
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Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow :
Gulliver’s Clothes
Two hundred seemstresses were employed to make my shirts, and lines for my bed

and table all of the strongest and the coarsest kind they could get; which however they
were forced to quilt together in several folds, for the thickest was some degree finer than
the lawn. Their linen was usually three inches wide, and three feet made a piece. The
seemstreses took my measure as I lay on the ground, one standing at my neck, and another
at my mid leg, with a strong cord extended, that each held by the end, while the third
measured the length of the cord with a rule an inch long. Then they measured my right
thumb, and desired no more, for by a mathematical computation, that twice round the
thumb is once round the wrist, and so on to the neck and waist, and by the help of my old
shirt, which I displayed on the ground before them for a pattern, they fitted me exactly.

Three hundred tailors were employed in the same manner to make my clothes.
But they had another contrivance for taking my measure. I kneeled down, and they

raised a ladder from the ground to my neck; upon this ladder one of them mounted, and let
fall a plumb line from my collar to the floor, which just answered the length of my coat;
but my waist and arms I measured myself.

Questions :
(a) What were the writer’s shirts made of ?
(b) How many seamstresses and tailors were employed to make the writer’s shirt ?
(c) How did the seamstresses take the measurement ?
(d) How did the tailors take his measurement ?
(e) Who measured his waist and arms ?
(iii) Discursive :
Discursive comprehension comprises of one’s opinions and its sources are

newspapers, magazines etc.
3·6·5 Example :

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow :
Guru Nanak

The founder of the Sikh religion, Guru Nanak was born to a simple Hindu family on
April 151 1469 in Talwandi in Punjab. His father Mehta Kalian Das was an accountant in
the employment of the local Muslim authorities. From an early age Guru Nanak made
friends with both Hindu and Muslim children and was very inquisitive about the meaning
of life. He was schooled in Hindi, Mathematics and the study of Muslim literature and
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learned Persian and Arabic. He was an unusualy gifted child and often questioned his
teaches. At the age of 13, Guru Nanak refused to accept the sacred thread from the Hindu
priest at the ceremony attended by family and friends. As a young man heading the family
cattle, Guru Nanak would spend long hours absorbed in meditation and in religious
discussions with Muslim and Hindu holy men. At the age of 16 he was married to Sulakhani,
daughter of a pious merchant and eventually had two sons Sri Chand and Lakshmi Chand.
He took up a job as an accountant in charge of the stores of the Muslim governor. Guru
Nanak would work during the days, but  early in the mornings and late at nights, he would
meditate and sing hymns.

Early one morning Guru Nanak went to the river Bain for his bath and did not surface
and it was reported that he must have drowned. After three days Guru Nanak appeared at
the same spot from where he had disappeared. He was no longer the same person he had
been, there was a divine light in his eyes and his face was resplendent. He remained in a
trance and said nothing. He gave up his job and distributed all of his belongings to the
poor. When he finally broke his silence he uttered, “There is no Hindu, no Muslim.” Guru
Nanak was thirty years old when he began to go on extensive travels accumpanied by his
Muslim rabeb player Mardane to spread the message of God. He travelled throughout the
Indian subcontinent and further east, west, and north including Sri Lanka, Tibet and even
Mecca, Medina and Baghdad to spread his mission. Wherever he went he set up local cells
called manjis, where his followers could gather to recite hymns and meditate.

Whereever Guru Nanak travelled, be always wore a comfination of styles used by
Hindu and Muslim Hindu men and was always asked whether he was a Hindu or a Muslim.

Guru Nanak retured home to Punjab and settled down at Kartarpur with his wife and
sons. Pilgrims came from far and near to hear the hymns and preaching of the Master. He
believed in a casteles society without any distinctions besed on brithriht, religion or sex. He
institutionalised the comman kitchen called langer in Sikhism where all could sit together
and share a common meal, whether they were kings or beggars. In 1532 Guru Nanak was
approached by a new devote. Lehna who become Guru Nanak’s most ardent disciple and he
blessed Lehna with his ang (hand) and gave him a new name, Angad, saying, “you’re a part
of my body”. He placed him on the seat of the Guru. Thus Guru Angad was or dained as the
successor to Guru Nanak. Feeling his end was near, the Hindus said we will cremate you, the
Muslims said we will bury you. Guru Nanak said, “You place flowers on either side, Hindus
on my right, Muslims on my left. Those whose flowers, remain fresh tomorrow will have
their way.” He then asked them to pray and lay down covering himself with sheet. Thus on
September 22, 1539 in the early hours of the morning  Guru Nanak merged with light of the
creator. When the followers lifted the sheet, they found nothing except the flowers that were
all fresh. The Hindus took there and cremated them, while the Muslim took their flowers
and buried then. Thus having spread the words of reform throughout his lifetime, Guru
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Nanak successfully challenged and questioned the existing religious tenets and laid the
foundation of  of Sikhism.

Questions :
(a) What transformation had taken place in Guru Nanak after he returned from the

river ?
(b) How did he spend his free time as a young man ?
(c) Who was Angad and how did he become Nana'k. Successor ?
(d) How did Nanak solve the problems of his funeral ?
(e) Give evidence from the passage that atthough be was a Hindu, he wa not

indiffenent to Muslims.
Answer :
(a) There was a divers light in his eyes and face. He remained in a trance. He gave

up his job, and his belongings. Finally he uttered, “There is no Hindu, no Muslim.”
(b) He spent long house in meditation and in religious discussions with Muslim and

Hindu how men. Early is the mornings and late at nights, he meditated and sang hymns.
(c) In 1532, Lehna became his disciple and was blessed with his ang (hand). From

him he got his name Angad and was placed by him on the seat of Guru.
(d) Before his death, he told the Hindus to place flowers on his right and Muslims

on his left. He said that those whose flowers remained fresh will have their way. In the
morning all the flowers were fresh. The Hindus cremeted theirs, while the Muslims buried
theirs.

(e) He had Muslim friends since childhood. He studied Muslim literature. He
discussed religion with Muslim clerics. He was accompained by a Muslim musician. He
visited Mecca and Medina.
3·6·6 Activity :

Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow :
THE TAJ MAHAL

It is as though he did not leave a single sliver of marble unturned. To give India the
brand no one else or could, before or after him. Yes, Shahjahan would go down as a miracle
worker among brand architects.

For the Taj Mahal was born eternal
Imagine its first glimpse, its inaugural release !  Without a launch conference, without

sirens or anthems, without security and VIP enclosures or the fanfare of a surprise
revelation. A mourning emperor would not need or want that. Nor would the Taj.

Every human being form in this vision. Every human being form in this world should
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see the Taj at Agra, India, at least once. It is not too much to ask. Ask any lover, any
aesthete, or just plain anyone who has set eyes on this vision.

It's not the gasp of mobile in stunning symmetry, or the enticing inlay, or the magically
unerring proportion. It's the sheer unreality of it Right there, in front of your eyes. And
every Indian, has at some point said to himself, “Thank God, it's ours, it's India's.”

No Indian, indeed no viewer, can even be blase about it Rather more than other
wonders of the would, it is a brand. Because it is built on emotion, drenched in it. Canny
that monarch was, wouldn't you say ? Every spin off of the Taj. has paid the hotels are as
celebrated as the tea. Creative sods, each one of us, period in the hope of more and caring
investment in the brand that we agonise over. Shahjaha held back no investment. Not the
untold future. Not any amount of restraint is using the choicest rarest talent, nor any dearth
of expert international out souring A He himself survived every other campaign but greyed
and died in this one.

Love is a greater brand idea than any other. It lives, touches, includes,
well....everyone.

Questions :
(a) What does the writer want everyone in the world to do ?
(b) Give evidence from the passage that the Taj Mahal is treated as a living rather

than a building.
(c) Find and write at least two qualities of the Taj.
(d) What does every Indian feel when he looks at the Taj ?
(e) What did Shahjahan build the Taj Mahal for ?

(i) Wealth (ii) Power (iii) Love (iv) Life (v) Death (vi) Himself.
3·7 Let us sum up :

Thus, reading comprehension is one of the basic ingredients for successful reading.
It helps you identfy the main points of the text and understand the relation between the
different parts of a text. Moreover, it helps to analyse, interpret and infer the ideas in a
text. Comprehession helps in recognizing the organisation of a text, transcoding
information from verbal to visual form and deducing the meaning of unfamiliar items.
3·8 Exercise :

1. What are the suidelines for reading comprehension?
2. What are the steps of complete comprehension. Discuss.




